NADEX Weekly Paychecks System

“Expand Your Options Weekly
Paycheck Opportunities Now
with NADEX Weekly Options
System1”
“There is a lot of money to be
made trading NADEX New Weekly
Binary Options…”
Leverage the Power of Unique Weekly
Binary Options Offered by NADEX Binary
Options Exchange for a More Simple Way to
Collect Another Potential Weekly Paycheck
from the Options Markets
Stunning New Advanced in Options Trading Offers You Stunning
New Options Weekly Paychecks Advancements Using the New NADEX
Binary Options.
Note: we are not associated nor do we represent NADEX.com in

any way but we develop trading systems & strategies for binary
options and similar types of options products as well as
vanilla options – old school options as you can see on this
site and on OptionsTradingAUTHORITY.com
Our concern is to
try and teach you how to become a great trader no matter what
the platform.

NADEX (North American Derivatives Exchange) as a
brilliant new options exchange that has come on the
scene with foresight anticipating the rise of binary
options.
Now NADEX has struggled for a while to gain popularity
with binary options traders in competition with the
global binary options brokers. But the trend is shifting
as traders realize there’s nothing like good old
American super solid Financial markets. People realize
that with NADEX their money is protected and they can
make as much money at NADEX as they want without any
problem of a payout of profit.

That said NADEX is a very different type of binary
option. Their binary option is a cross between A regular
vanilla option” A credit spread and A binary option. You

can trade in and outs of the binary option. And you can
make money from movement in your underlying stock, Index
or 4X pair whereas the globally popular binary option
requires full expiration for you to make your money. And
this important point with NADEX means that we can pluck
off 30% to 60% weekly options profits with a small
movement in the underlying asset. Plus we can hold till
expiration and make up to 90% profit for the week.
As you’ve probably gathered by now we’re looking to
trade the Weekly binary option on NADEX. Since this site
is about the weekly paycheck we’ve decided to keep the
same time pace on the weekly level. Why? Well if you
enter into the day trading around that’s a different
mindset and it takes a lot more activity. You can make
just as much or even more potentially, on the weekly
level versus daytrading. Often many tend to do better in
gaining wealth as they personally work less! And on top
of that getting too involved in trading is usually
counterproductive .
Check out this video on how we look to pluck a weekly
paychecks off of NADEX, or maybe even a couple Weekly
paychecks per week.
Here are a few nice benefits trading NADEX versus buying
vanilla options or selling credit spreads:
You can pick your own risk
If you trade out of the money contracts your max
risk is actually reduced
You can pair trading near the money or out of the
money binary options with a momentum burst strategy
and profit quite nicely
Imagine making 50% a week on average all of your
binary options trading position
Here’s where the NADEX binary option is like a
credit spread: We can “sell” an out of the money

binary option and let it decay therefore capturing
the credit as we stay on the right side of the
strike price
How this system works:
We’re going to look to capture a nice profit by
combining a Price burst entry point with a good
risk to reward binary option.
We are going ride that position and if it does not
stop out according to our Price chart indicator
then we are going to hold the position and make the
full profit
But a lot of times it’s just easier to take the
money and run once we have A good move in our favor

Performance!
See some performance examples below. These systems
results are based off the entry rules that are in the
course, the system rules that you’ll be getting when you
purchase this course.
The thing about NADEX vs. other binary options brokers
is that their type of binary option, which is much
different than the traditional broker’s, is that you can
control your risk. You can exit any time you want to
reduce a loss or claim a profit. That said you still
have the ability to make the complete win by expiring
past your strike by only one pip or tick. But it gets
better.
You can buy max risk binaries where your max risk is say
$250 to where your profit could be $750 (minus the
spread so like $680) trading 10 contracts. (yes they use
contracts like vanillas).
Those are slightly OTM
binaries. You can trade ATM binaries which are most
similar to the standard broker except that a NADEX ATM

binary can give you a “100% payout” whereas other
brokers give you a 65% to 80% payout. The pay out is to
risk. So you buy an ATM binary at $500 (10 contracts)
your risk is $500 and payout if expired in your favor is
$500 – and that’s even a much better deal.
Anyways you can get our NADEX 101 course for more
information. But now lets look at results!
The following are systems results based on the NADEX
Weekly Paychecks System1 on DJ30 Futures “YM”
Now these results are based on the win or loss till
expiration. You don’t have to let the binary expire
worthless because you can trade out of it early to cut
losses (cool ehh!):
Here are 6 months of results using our intraday data.
Each new line is a new week.
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Net Profit Using
10 Contracts
Only Max Risk
$500 Per Trade*

W
14

50

$7,000.00

$25,000.00

$18,000.00

* NOTE: You can trade binary options contracts that are more
out of the money for a better risk to reward payout. You can
also trade binaries for momentum trading as well.
NADEX
binaries are a really neat instruments to trade.
Sorry I
didn’t discover them sooner for you!

Options Weekly Paychecks Translation!
22 Weeks
Above
Per week on 10 contracts @ Approx
$500 risk per trade although you
$818.18

can exit a losing trade early. This
equal to a 163% return per week on
trade size of $500.

$4,090.91

Per week on 50 contracts @ Approx
$2500 risk per trade

$8,181.82

Per week on 100 contracts @ Approx
$5000 risk per trade

$3,272.73

Per Month 10 Contracts

$16,363.64

Per Month 50 Contracts

$32,727.27

Per Month 100 Contracts
$2997

$997 Limited Time Special

